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Cozens Hall was_ constructed on the Jesuit property in Frazer, Colo. in 1955, costing only $2,000 to build. 
The stru~ture, ~amed after the original owner of the property, is now the most prominent housing unit at 
the Jesu1t retreat and camp area. For details on how the Jesuits at Regis acquired the area, see the story 
on Page 3. · 
Seniors Organize Pledge Program 
have 75 percent of the year's class 
contribute, according to Digman. 
Aiding Digman in directing the 
Pledge Program will be Tom 
Foster, Midge Miller and Fred 
Daues. 
To Class Presidencies 
Regis Receives Boost 
• Federal Funding 
By JULIE SHUTTS 
REGIS. Due to inflation and 
increased college costs to 
students, the college has received 
a 219 percent increase in Federal 
Funding money for financial aid in 
the 1975-76 sch9ol year, according 
to Mr. John Dodson, Director of 
Financial Aid. 
responded, "I have not noted any 
increase. It seems not to have 
affected any incoming freshmen 
from the material I have now." 
Students are encouraged to 
apply for student aid immediately, 
for many tiems the student doesn't 
even know when he qualifies. 
Unless he fills out a family 
financial statement, the student 
can't be helped. "I think it's such a 
simple process that I'm surprised 
more people don't apply," Mr. 
Dodson added. 
The amount doubles that which 
Regis received in the current 
academic year. Students are 
encouraged to apply for financial 
aid by obtaiping a family financial 
statement from Mr. Dodson's 
office. 
Each year, Mr. Dodson submits f k h 
for federal _funding according to . w 0 r s i p 
the needs of Regis students. After 
it has been reviewed and put ( 
through many committees, Regis e n te r Is 
ends up receiving an amount 
substantially lower than that E b 1· h d 
asked for, at least in recent years. S to 1 S e 
Mr. Dodson pointed out that this 
year's needs justify the raise in 
money for Regis. Inflation, the 
raise in tuition and room and boa~;d ' 
and various other items were 
responsible for the needed 
increase. 
Since a percentage of federal 
funding is given to Colorado 
schools, Regis was appropriated 
its share of student aid. The 
largest area of increase is the 
National Direct Student Loan, 
although supplemental opportun-
ity grants and college work study 
also were increased. The college 
has also increased its financial aid 
to alleviate some of the burdens 
of the tuition and room and board 
increase. 
There are 270 students now 
receiving direct student aid such 
as scholarships, grant and work 
study; in addition there are 
students who just work for the 
college, making a total of 350 
students receiving some form of 
financial assistance. Of the 
incoming freshmen for the 1975-76 
term, there is 110 percentage 
breakdown /at this time, relating 
the number to receive financial 
aid. According to the admission 
slips received by Mr. Dodson from 
the now-accepted · freshmen, 40 
percent indicated need of financial 
assitance. . 
Mr. Dodson is disappointed at 
the slow pace inwhich students are 
handing in their financial aid 
information concerning next year. 
When asked how. recent increases 
at Regis have affected people · 
applying for financial aid, he 
REGIS. A Student Workship 
Center, presently under the 
supervision of Jim Havel, has been 
created to maintain the grounds 
and buildings on campus during 
t}le summer months and proceed-
ing through the regular school 
year. 
The group will consist of approx-
imately 22 persons who are 
students at the college and not 
strictly student senate oriented. 
Selection of the ·workers was not 
completed at press time, but 
according to Havel, the jobs were 
open to all those who turned in 
applications to the Student Senate . 
office, with preferrence given to 
students on Work-Study. 
The center developed out of the 
Student Senate proposal for an 
internship program and is present-
ly in its formative stages. Havel 
will control the center for one year 
before handing the duties over to. 
another person, not necessarily a 
member of the Student Senate. 
Plans for the summer months 
include washing all windows on 
campus, grounds care, carpet 
shampooing in the dorms and 
basically general maintenance 
which will exhibit the finer points 
of the campus on the return of the 
students in the fall. Dave Owens 
and Joe Press, both juniors, will be 
the foremen for Havel in the 
summer operations. 
REG IS. A Pledge Program has 
been developed as an organized 
effort of the Senior Class to 
express concretely and voluntar,ily 
their concern for the future of 
Regis College by making a finan-
cail commitment toward its future 
beginning Monday . . 
Mark Digman, chairman of the 
Pledge Program, said that the 
objective of the program is to help 
offset next year's deficit of 
$226,000 and to help improve the 
quality of life at Regis. The 
donations this year from the class 
of '75 will go specifically toward 
library improvements and acqui-
sitions._ 
Ernster, Allen,· Gravino Are Elected 
The backers of the program feel 
that it is very important for a large 
percentage of the Regis alumni to 
contribute to the college, because. 
corporations and foundations use 
this as a guide rule to determine 
the amount they will allott to· the 
school. The class of '69 had a 69 
percent contribution rate and this 
year's goal is to surpass that and 
-Helicopter . 
Landing is 
Scheduled 
WARNING. All students and 
• animals are asked to vacate the 
grassy area in front of the Dayton 
.Memorial Library on Friday, April 
18 between 11 and 11:30 a.m. and 
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. A medical 
evacuation helicopter will be 
landing and taking off at these 
times as part of the Regis Health 
F~. . 
REGIS. The incumbent Unison 
party swept the senior class 
elections while Pat Allen and Mike 
Gravino were selected as presi-
dents of the junior and sophmore 
classes respectively in elections 
' held last Friday. 
Headed by president Joel 
Ernster, the Unison party gained 
more votes than parties led by 
Tom BrOdbeck and Vince 
lano, although the latter almost 
succeeded in upsetting Ernster. 
The closest race of the entire 
election, Ernster outpolled Castel-
lano hy four votes, 50-46, to retain 
Photo courtesy o the Reg 
All four me~bers of the incumbent Unison party were victorious in the recent class elections. Chosen to 
lead_ the Sen1or Clas_s next y_ear were, from left, -p~esident Joel l;rnster-; treasurer Joe Murphy·; secretary 
Regma yvrape and v1ce pres1dent Terry Pollard. P1ctures of the j,unior and sophmore class officers were 
not available. 
his position as president of the 
Class of 1976. Terry Pollard WR$ ' 
re-elected as vice president over· 
Carl Pallan and Lamar (Mo). 
Richardson while Regina Wrape 
won the secretary race over Cathy 
·Bukaty and Jim Schaber. In the 
race for treasurer, Joe Murphy 
claimed an easy victory over Doug 
Schaeffer and Nancy Elsner. 
Pat Allen downed Art Oliver to 
assume the position of president of 
the junior cl~ss. The remaining 
three officers were determined by 
less that ten votes apiece as Mary 
Cosgrove defeated Tom Seitz for 
vice president, Cindy Jones edged 
Julie Shutts in the secretary race 
and Peter Tracy outpolled Muffy 
Boomer to claim treasurer. 
In the sophmore class elections, 
Mike Gravino and Steve Henke 
easily defeated their opponents in 
the races for president and vice 
_ president. Debbie Peters was 
victorious in the voting for secre-
tary, downing Bridget hawk, while 
Donna ,Beveridge became the class 
treasurer with a victory over 
Denise Nentwig. 
Voter turnout at the polls, 
located in each of the dorms was 
rather heavy compared to recent 
years. Approximately 60 percent 
of those eligible to vote took part 
in the elections. 
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Renovations Planned· for Regis 
REGIS. Nine proposed summer 
special works projects have been 
submitted to Miles Anderson by a 
committee headed by Student 
Senate president Mark Henke. 
The proposals will be scruti-
nized and assessed by Anderson 
prior to a joint ~eeting with the 
student committee to discuss the 
feasibility of the plans in terms of 
available financial resources. At 
this time, the proposals are 
organized by priorities, with the 
number of jobs undertaken direct-
ly related to the amount of money 
available. 
The work will be done by Regis 
students, selected by a committe 
composed of Anderson, Mr. Bill 
Hannon, Henke and Jim Havel. A 
total of six students will be 
selected from the applications 
received and no priority will be 
paid to members of the Student 
Senate. 
The first proposal under consid-
eration concerns renovating the 
cafeteria. Plans include painting 
the dining hall, the construction of 
new curtains for the six picture 
windows, the construction of ten 
round tables capable of seating ten 
. people and the addition of vinyl 
tablecloths matching the curtains 
and the graphic designs which will 
be painted on the walls. The time 
allotted for this job is three weeks. , 
Second on the list· of considera-
tions is the renovation of Carroll 
hall. Most of the work centers 
around the installation of light 
fixtures and carpeting in the 11 
classrooms, although some atten-
tion will be devoted to painting the 
ceiling beams to match the carpet 
designs. Three weeks have also 
been designated for this project. 
The construction of a park 
behind the football stadium and 
tennis courts is also high on the 
priority list submitted to 
Anderson. The project concerns 
117,000 square feet of land which 
will be transformed from a weed-
patch to an area suited for picnics, 
barbecues and light recreation. 
Plans include the construction of a 
stone or gravel walkway along the 
south face of the tennis courts, 
terracing the land, seeding and 
fertilizing, the installation of a 
portable sprinkler system, the 
construction of barbecue pits and 
planting evergreens and bushes. 
Three weeks have been allottted 
to this proposal, although work 
will continue intermittently 
throughout the sumer and fall 
months. 
West and O'Connell Halls will 
undergo some patchwork and 
cleaning in further projects, but 
the most important dorm project 
is a proposal to refurbish the 
O'Connell party room. Plans 
include ripping out the old carpet-
ing, cleaning out the storage room, 
removing the door frame between 
the present party room and the 
storage area with a widening of 
the door area to six feet. A drop 
ceiling would be installed in the 
storage room, which would be 
converted into a lounge area while 
the party room would be used 
more in terms of a dancing area. 
The project also calls for the 
repair of lamp fixtures and the 
installation . of new . side wall 
fixtures in the converted storage 
area, the installation of a duel 
fan/exhaust ventilation system, a 
wall bench, saloon door, several 
Photo courtesy of the Regis hotog 
The area on the southeast side of the tennis courts is among the areas considered for work in the Special 
Summer Work projects. Plans are for it to be transformed into a park for student use. 
Helicopter Highlights ~ealth Fair 
ByJANKRANC 
B&G FEATURE EDITOR 
REGIS. If lately you've had 
any traumas about cancer, suicide 
or sickle cell anemia, or you want 
to donate blood, the annual Regis 
Health Fair may be the place for 
you. 
Society and· the Muscular Dystro-
phy Association will all be present. 
The Colorado Sickle Cell Associa-
tion will be making blood test 
demonstrations if anyone wishes 
to find out blood types, in addition 
to their educational exhibit. 
Other associations exhibiting 
are: Weight Watchers, St. 
Anthony's Poison Cor .. rol Center, 
the Mental Health Association of 
Colorado, the Diabetic Associa-
tion, the Suicide Prevention 
Center, the March of Dimes, the 
Tri-County Health Department 
and the Lakewood Sound Ordi-
nance committee. 
At .the blood bank, Saga Foods 
will be furnishing refreshments for 
thsoe donating blood. 
April 18, 1975 
Photo courtesy of the Regis 
The cleaning, painting and repair of the dilapidated outdoor 
handball courts are among the plans of the special summer work 
projects. To repair the handball courts would be very expensive 
in terms of materials needed and is low on the list of priorities. 
stools and a bar. Carpeting would 
be laid in both rooms, although a 
tile area would be left in the party 
room for dancing. 
The construction of a coffee 
house in Carroll Hall was also 
proposed in the report. The 
proposed coffee house would 
resemble the old coffeee house to a 
large extent, but would include 
wood benches along the wall 
covered with cushions and car-
peting, a kitchen utilizing equip-
ment used in the old coffee house 
and dim lighting. 
· The plans allow for the room to 
be used in a number of ways, 
including retreats, classes, 
luncheons and parties. The coffee 
house would be available to use on 
this basis, both day and night_ 
The final proposal on the 
student committee's list concerned 
renovation of the outdoor athletic 
facilities, primarily the run-down 
handball courts. The facilities 
w~uld be cleaned, blacktoppped, 
pamted and patched. The plans 
call for the installation of four new 
poles, basketball rims and back-
boards. 
. A decision on the proposals is 
expected before the conclusion of 
school for the spring semester. 
Which jobs will be undertaken and 
how many will be accomplished 
hinges on the availability of funds. 
Campus Life Vacancy 
Offered to Students 
REGIS. A vacancy in the Office of 
Campus Life and the construction 
of a paraprofessional program in 
Student Activities have been 
announced here by David S. 
Radcliffe, Associate Dean of 
Campus Life. 
According to Radcliffe, the 
paraprofessional program will be 
responsible for carrying out many 
of the on-going programs already 
established through the Campus 
Activities Office and will also be 
responsible for intensified pro-
gramming in the residence halls. 
The paraprofessional would work 
in direct liaison with the Office of 
Campus Life and under the direct 
supervision of Radcliffe. 
Remuneration for the position 
will consist of tuition up to 32 
hours plus room and board from 
September thr-ough May and a 
negotiable stipend during the 
summer months with room also 
included during that period. The 
twelve month position includes 
appropriate vacation time during 
the summer months as well as the 
following spring semester. 
All inquiries and applications 
should be directed to Mrs. Lynne 
Hansen, Director of Campus 
Activities, Room 210, Student 
Center. The application deadline 
is Tuesday, April 22, 1975. 
66 Exhibitors 
Display at 
Book Festival 
The fair, sponsored by Rho Chi 
Sigma, the service/science frater-
nity, will be open free of charge to 
all students and the public today 
(Friday) in the Regis Fieldhouse 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. At the same 
time, a team of technicians from 
Belle Bonfils Memorials Blood 
Center will be in Fieldhouse 5 to 
accept blood donations from 
students, faculty and staff. 
Intensity Marks R.A. Selection 
DENVER. Publishers, authors 
and book-related films will be 
featured at the 1975 Rocky Moun· 
tain Book Festival in the Auditor-
ium Arena here April 29-30 and 
May 1. 
About ll:l5 on Friday, a medical 
evacuation helicopter will land 
the grassy area in frontof Dayton 
Memorial Library. The helicopter 
will be advertising the health fair 
as well as demonstrating what the 
helicopters used frequently in 
evacuation look like. The helicop- · 
ter is one used by the Colorado 
Army National Guard, Buckley 
Air Force. Students are asked to 
stay out of the area when ' the 
helicopter is landing and taking 
off. 
In the fieldhouse, a number of 
Denver Metropolitan Community 
services will have representatives 
at the fair for the benefit of those 
attending. The Cystic Fibrosis 
Foundation, the Colorado Society 
for the Preve'ntion of Blindness, 
the American Lung Association of 
Colorado, the Kidney Foundation 
of Colorado, the American Cancer 
REGIS. Anyone attempting to 
procure the distinguished position 
of R.A. this year has buy now 
realize that Miles Anderson and 
Dave Radcliffe are not taking the 
selection lightly. 
The R.A.'s to be are beil)g 
carefully screened; the procedure 
for choosing the 1975-76 staff of 
21 students and six alternates 
entails two personal interviews, a 
four hour seminar, eight classes 
held twice a week (not counting 
psychological testing) and the 
personal evaluations. 
The purpose of this intense 
study of the' students competing 
for this position is to acquire a 
Marriott Hotel Hosts ~~Le 
Promenade au Printemps'' 
REGIS. The Marriott Hotel near "Le Promenade as Prmtemps" 
the corner of 1-25 and Hampden which means "The Spring Walk", 
ave. will be the site of Sunday's is derived from French Romanti-
·Junior-Senior Prom. 
The final major social event of 
the academic school year, the 
prom is set to begin at 8 p.m. with 
the serving of a "sit down dinner" 
and will continu€ until 2 a.m. 
"Score" will provide the enter-
tainment for the evening, starting 
their selection of music at 9:30. 
The theme for this year's prom, 
cism. 
Tickets have been selling in the 
Student Center since Tuesday and 
will continue to be available there 
through today (Friday); there will 
be no tickets sold at the door. 
Prices are set at $6 per couple for 
juniors while seniors tickets are 
only $3 per couple. 
staff that is aware and concerned 
about Regis and its ability to 
become a community. Hopefully, 
no longer are doors going to be 
shut on wing members who have 
problems or even just wish to talk. 
The classes and seminar consist 
of s~lving p:oblems, role playing 
and JUst basically learning how to 
come out of oneself and go out to 
another person. Problems talked 
about ranged anywhere from 
handling a student who is contin-
ually drun~ to helping a guy who 
has gotten his girlfriend pregnant. 
The psyche tests cover one's 
opinion of himself, his attitudes 
toward others and his basic 
philosophical beliefs. The inter-
views are private: one-to-one with 
both Anderson and Radcliffe. 
The program is designed to 
change the idea that the R.A. is a 
policeman, but that he of she will 
be a paraprofessional- a person 
who sincerely cares about the 
people on the floor, who is ready to 
respond to any problem and not 
just take disciplinary actions. 
The three day event will be open 
daily from 12 noon to 9 p.m. with 
admission free and open to the 
public. Free tickets for the 
festival will be available at local 
book stores, all libraries in the 
Denver Public Library system, 
book departments in local depart-
ment stores and service clubs. 
The tickets will also make visitors 
eligible to win door prizes of books 
at the daily drawings. 
A total of 66 exhibitors have 
reserved booths for the festival, 
including James Michener, author 
of numerous works; John Gard~er, 
author of "Grendel" "The Sunlight 
Dialogues," "Nickel Mountain," 
and "The King's Indian;" and 
Richard Adams, who wrote 
"Shardik." 
Also slated to attend the festival 
are Ann Reed and Marilyn Pfaltz, 
co-authors of "Stop the World, We 
Want To Get On;" J. Dona~d 
Hughes, author of "Ecology m 
Ancient American Civilizations;" 
and Barry Mahoney of "The Trial 
of Martin Luther King" fame. 
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For Jesuits at Regis 
Absence of Obscenity Wins Fraser Retreat 
By FRED RILEY 
REGIS. It was about the turn of 
the century, at the end of the 
summer, when the Jesuits from 
Sacred Heart College, now Regis, 
were returning from Hot Sulphur 
Springs. They hadn't yet reached 
Berthoud Pass (a hard pull for the 
wagons and teams) when some-
thing went afoul with one of the 
wagons- a broken wheel. They 
were near Bill Cozens~ ranch, so 
Fr. Bertram approached Cozens, 
the retired sheriff of Central City 
and asked permission to spend the 
night. 
A few days passed and a very 
deep friendship developed 
between Cozens and the Jesuits. 
Two things impressed Cozens 
immediately about the priests: the 
silent morning meditation and the 
complete absence of obscenities in 
their language. Before they 
continued their journey home, 
Cozens persuaded them to return · 
to the place "across the river" and 
make it their camp for the next 
summer, so they would not have to 
camp out on the road. 
In the summer of 1903 or 1904, 
Cozens offered the land to Fr. 
Bertram for the construction of 
permanent buildings, assuring the 
Jesuits' return to Fraser each 
year. From this gift grew the 
Fraser retreat that many stu-
dents, faculty and staff visit 
throughout the year, using the 
vacation spot for seminars, winter 
sports and quiet weekends. 
When Cozens died in 1904, the 
actual deeding of 80 acres was 
done by Mary, Sarah and Bill 
Cozens in 1905. The Cozens had 
lived at Fraser since 1875, when 
Cozens Sr. had decided to retire 
from his eight year tenure as first 
sheriff of Gilpin County. It was 
rumored that he never wore a gun 
as sheriff and he would track his 
man until he dropped from 
exhaustion. 
bar and the supplies stacked 
behind him. He moved to Central 
City as the lure of gold pulled him 
farther west. He was elected 
sheriff and that same year married 
Mary York. 
With family raising in mind, he 
went into the Fraser Mley alone, 
hunting ground of the Ute Indians, 
to see if he could survive the -50 
degree winter. He did, and that 
year he took out water rights for 
180 acres. He built a cabin and the 
family moved to Fraser in 1875. 
the Jesuits with material obtained 
on the land. The. building 
contained the kitchen, rec-room, 
reflectory, chapel and room for 20 
Jesuits. 
As the number of visitors 
increased through the years, the 
kitchen was greatly expanded and 
the old root cellar· was replaced by 
modern refrigeration. The water 
supply was taken care of by 
running a ditch from an intake on 
the Fraser River to the east side of 
the building. It's the same ditch 
A view of the cabin believed to have been the home of Bill and 
Mary Cozens when they moved into the Fras_er Valley in 1875. 
The present ranch house was 
completed the next year. Cozens 
and Bill Jr. built a combination 
post office and general store 
across the road which became the 
court house when Bill Jr. was 
elected Justice of the Peace at age 
21. The ranch house became a 
stagecoach stop, known for its fine 
meals and excellent hospitality. 
that runs in front of the building 
today. 
The whole family is buried in the 
little graveyard at the villa. Bill 
had lived with the Jesuits in the 
Pink Palace at Regis during the 
winter and at Fraser in the 
summer. 
As the number of visitors at the 
villa grew, more space became 
essential. In 1949 a log storage 
cabin was built. Cozens Hall was 
conceived to be used for recreation 
and dining. A lot of the timber 
used in the floor supports and 
cross members was obtained from 
the old barn that Cozens had built 
in 1877. The barn was razed due to 
a sagging roof. 
'J;'hrough the summer of 1955 
more work was done on the inside 
of the hall. Frs. Stiener, Daly and 
Sheehy laid the tile floor, draper-
ies were hung and the kitchen 
equipment installed. The walk-in 
refrigerator and most of the 
cooking equipment were war 
surplus obtained from Ft. Warren 
in Cheyenne, Wyo. The refrigera-
tor was taken apart piece by piece, 
marked and reconstructed at 
Cozens Hall by the Jesuits. The 
building took six summers to 
complete at a cost just less than 
$2,000. 
Loyola cabin was built by the 
Jesuits of Loyola Parish in Denver 
during the summer of 1953. Upon 
completion of Cozens Hall, the two 
dormitories were begun. They 
were to house 400 people and were 
constructed with cinder block. 
With more sleeping space avail-
able, the "Old Building" was 
gradually transformed into a 
number of smaller chapels to 
handle the increased number of 
skiers and visitors wanting to · 
attend Mass on Sundays. 
The total amount of land 
acquired through the years was 
720 acres which will soon be 
provided with water and sewage 
by the county. The idea of using 
the villa as a mountain campus has 
long been considered and seminars 
have 'already been held there in 
the past. The basic problem 
conserns' how to insulate the 
buildings without losing the beau-
tiful cabin decor. Construction of 
additional pre-fab buildings in the 
meadow was considered but exist-
ing economic conditions rule out 
heavy expenditures. If the pre-fab 
construction is ever decided on, 
the labor pool would be drawn 
mostly from the student body, 
Before taking the job as sheriff, 
he had lived in Blackhawk, Colo. 
and ran a combination saloon and 
general store, consisting of two 
barrel bridged by a board for the 
When the Moffatt road was 
being built through Fraser Valley, 
the town of Fraser was rather 
rough and tough, with gambling in 
the open and heavy drinking. 
"Little Chicago" was the workers' 
camp and it was here that Bill Jr. 
lost his inheritance, gambling 
away what had been left to him of 
his father's estate. Mary was 
more than loyal and thoughtful 
when she made Bill a co-signer to 
the deed that handed their 
"Maryvale" over to the Jesuits, 
since Bill had nothing to hand 
over. 
Until about 1913, there was 
never a large crowd at Fraser, 
simply because the Old Denver 
Mission did not have many voca-
tions. Between this summer and 
1932, four cabins were constructed 
to provide additonal space for the 
swelling number of visitors. They 
were remodelled sometime around 
1932, a job which consisted of 
heightening the ceiling and 
making the general decor more 
pleasant. Fr. Jlquain spent the 
whole summer building the rec-
rooin fireplace, an object that was 
to give tremendous warmth and 
satisfaction through the years. 
Electrification of the villa took 
place in 1941, a job complete by Fr. 
Hecken. Lights now replaced oil 
and gas lamps and electric 
blankets were added. It must be 
remembered that none of the 
rooms were insulated and it got 
A view of the fraser Valley looking toward Byers Peak. 
, Temperatures exceeing -50 are not uncommon in the area, which 
at its base is over 9,000 feet above sea level. · One-act Plays 
Run Through 
This Weekend 
French Satire Presented by 
Denver University Students 
quite cold at night. _ 
DENVER. Two French plays in 
their native language will be 
produced by the University of 
be obtained by calling the D.U. 
Department of Foreign Languages 
at 753-2662. ByB.WISE 
B&G FEATURE STAFF 
The "Old Building" was the first 
Jesuit building constructed. Fr. 
Bertram was the chief construc-
tion boss and all work was done by 
In 1937, Bill Jr. died, marking 
the end of the Cozens line. Mary· 
had died in 1928 and Sarah in 1923. Denver'& Department of Foreign ~· --------------Languages and Literature here --.-:-.•••~~~~~~,..... 
REGIS. Three one-act plays today (Friday) in the General • 
running through Saturday will be Ad-d Classroom Building Auditorium, 
presented by the Theatre L·•ndsey to ress 2040 So. Race St. at 8 p.m. 
Department, directed by students . Faculty and graduate students 
in order to fulfill the requirements Reg 1.ona·l Conference. enrolled in the department will be of Mr. John Griess's upper division the actors in Moliere's "Les 
class. Precieuses Ridicules" and Paul 
Sue Jones is directing Act 1 of DENVER. John V. Lindsey will director for Denver; Maggi Mark- Hervieu's "Modestie." The 
the Four-Postures. This play be the keynote speaker at the ley, Boulder County commission- play by Moliere concerns two 
takes place around 1890 and is fourth Colorado-Regional Urban er; William Hornby, executive young social climbers desirous of 
about a couple facing com plica- Conference of the University of editor of the Denver Post; and entering 17th · century Parisian 
tions on their wedding night. Colorado at Denver to be held at faculty members from the Denver society, while the Hervieu work 
Mark Onstott is directing a play the Regency Inn April 24 and 25. extension of Colorado University. centers on a young widow who 
entitled Next about a 40 year old The conference will bring Participation in the conference wishes to remarry and insists that 
man, who has been recruited by together 250 state, federal and will be limited to the first 250 her suitors tell her the truth about 
the army and is faced with the fact local officials, political scientists, persons registering. A fee of $25 herself, but then is not certain she 
that the examiner is a woman. community leaders and urban covers morning and afternoon wants to hear it. 
Jake Brockwell's play, The Death ·affairs specialists for a program sessions for both days, the two The performances are open to 
of Oedipus, is about a modern centering on "Productivity vs. luncheons and a reception on the the public at a cost of $1.25 per 
playwright concerned with the Effectiveness in Governmental evening of April 24. person. Further information may 
cause and the death of Oedipus. Systems." The former mayor of ----------------------------
The main actors of Act 1 ·of the New York City will address a 
Four-Postures are Dan Lippe al'\d luncheon session on the opening 
Sheila McNally. Phil Volpi and Pat day, discussing "Municipal Gov-
McLelland are the actors in Next, ernment Productivity." 
while in The Death of Oedipus, . A second featured speaker will 
Rob Bacon, Joe Abate, Mike be William C. Pendleton from the 
Rasmussen and Cindy Peschesky Ford Foundation headquarters in 
hold the major roles. New York City. Mr. · Pendleton 
Admisssion is free to all and the will speak at the April,25 luncheon 
performances are held in the on "University-City Relations 
St. Clair Apts. 
4510 St. Clair Pl. 
t-2 bedrooms unfurnished· 
Student Chapel. Alpha Si Omega, Revisited." 
a national theatre honority, is Other . speakers will 
sponsoring the plays. There will Ruth Fountain, member 
be at least two performances each Aurora City Council; 
night. Tomasides, assistant city 
:f~~~= 7.50 and u finance Lo:oi:::.:::...:;..;::;_;;;;;,. _______ ~.;a-----...;.--~ 
• ... l .. 
!J{l ·'l/di.;.U.• 
. f!~UioM MJ. 
~-~­
Deliveries 
Piton• Orders Prepared To 
Talce Out fn#oy ilf.vel 
·COMPLETE ITALIAN, AMrmCAN 
& SEA FOOD DINNE1\!S 
HOME MADE ·SPAGHffil 
LASAGNA- RAVIOLI- RIGAlONI 
STEAKS- SHRIMP- CHICKEN 
HOURS 
11 A.M. to 2 A.M. 
. SUNDAYS 
'/ 
•••••••••• ,._,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ :~~;:n:~~~~~.tu~e!~t~~Y~oan 
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~ . d 1 ~~ them out. They should try so f ~ With the conclusion of the 1974-75 academic year at Regis This seems to be the more proba_!:>l~ a_lternahve an. ~so ~ne the ideas; maybe the woul meo rapidly approaching, the time has arrived for an assesment of which is less des!rable: although 1t IS llkelh the adR"'"·1strahld ~ Wisdom doesn't ~uto~;olr  the years successes and failure and where those occurences does not also w1sh th1s course to take 1s ape.. thQIS Dwou ~ with age or position Ica Y ~ lead. ultimately lose its standing among emp oyers '" e. enver · .. area and in graduate schools, for a degree from Reg1s would t;j I propose . the admmistration Similar to the State of the Union sppech delivered by mean next to nothing. ~ tak~ a look at Itself. They will then ~ President Ford, the state of Regis College is not good. The . . ~4 ar;Ive at the conclusion they increasing cost of a college education, coupled witn the high The ·final alternative would be to ra1se. the academ1c ~ failed. They are trying to cover inflation rate in all areas of human activity is making it standards of Regis to a high level by introd~cmg programs of ~ that fact up. They should set u ~ difficult for some students to attend a private institution such worth to the students and by increasing the s1ze of. the facublty. t;j better communications netw~ ~ as Regis, a situation which is detrimental to both the student The object of this type of action would be to . bnng t.he esJ ~ with the help of the stud ; and the institution . In order to continue in operation, Regis students in the country to Regis, increasing 1ts pestJge1danb ~ faculty and administrat' e~hs, ~ needs students; however, if the price of an education allowing for additional monetary income. Grants .wou · e students should b Ion. e continues to soar at a rate anywhere near that proposed by more available to Regis if its academic cred~nt1als were ~ e treated as the administration this year, the number of quality students higher, quality students would desire to attend th1s school and eq~als and not as people who are -~ will diminish at an equal rate. · Regis would develop a name. A nam.e ~ring~ stude~~s. ~ trymg to overthr?w others. 
· stui::lents bring money and money results m fmanc1al stab1l1ty ~ The results will probably \x> 
~ The conditions could be much worse, however, and the and continuation. ~ prC?found and possibly many good 
~ state of affairs. her~ appear to be improving despite the · . . . . . . ~ peoplewon'tbeforcedtoresign or now-apparent fmanc1al problems facing the school. The The educational stanc;jmg here at th1s t1me IS rather dub1~us, ~ fired as has happened in the t ~ present administration must be offered praise for their rather excepting perhaps the Biology Department and the van~us ~ when they (the admini t ~~s) ~ open handling of the difficulties. The actual state of financial business i::lepartments. Examples of this are the Math, English ~ tried to clean up the s ra Ion affairs was not known by most sudents prior to the present and History Departments, which combined off.er a to!al of ~ h mess around ~ year becaue of dn almost "top-secret" position of silence twelve upper i::livision courses for prospective ma\ors. . ere. . . maintained by past administrators. The present administra- Although tlie History and Math Departments may not be arge, ~ Th~·Idea IS ~orth a try because ·,. ,& tion of the college bears the unenviable task of facing criticism the English Department has a rather large number of declared ~ what s happemng now sure isn't. 
~for the running of Regis due to the blunders of their majors who are limited extremely in the courses available to Projects probably would be easier predecessors. In any case though, it .is no~ they who suffer, but !hem. An adequate education cannot result from an ~ to accomplish, for Abraham the s!~dents. Fortunately, pr~gress IS bemg made to _alter t~e madequate source of study. ~ Lincoln stated it best when he 
~conditions of debt and poss1ble closure and much work IS . . . said, "United we stand divided we needed during the summer months to solidify the standing of An intense effort at improvm!il the curnculum at Reg1s ~ fall" We are falling a~d. eed f Regis and insure its presence in the com inQ years. occured last year under the direction of Dr. Karen Chapman, ~ · t' th t dm n ° ~ . . - now deportee but expected to return sometime ne~t y~ar: sus:ges Ions;. e s u .e~ts ~re ~ There appear to be three major methods of keeping an The work of the Curriculum Development Department 1s shll m ~ t;ym~, but IS the admmistrabon 
'!4 institution ot higher education operating and filled with its infantile stages, but nevertheless a foundation has been set ~ hstenmg? · . 
~students. Students are the key to the entire situation for continuing the inclusion of valuable courses in the colleQe ~particularly here at Regis, for without the necessary number of curriculum, courses which would stimulate the interests of ~ Rick Muller ~students, the dorms will not 'be filled and further economic those concerned with receiving a good education. ~ difficulties will result. • At· II... I. f •  • The BROWN & GOLD feels that additional develoP.ment of ~ II le lCS 
~ The first alternative for supplying the college with students the educational opportunities could make Regis the 'Harvard ~ 
~would entail transforming Regis into a top-notch athletic of the West" and also be a means of attaining economic . · ~school. resulting in the development of a name which would stability. With the summer months directly atlead, much ~ Dear Editor, , 
~attract students. The possibility of this occuring at a · small thought must be given to the place accorded to academics at . The Atheltic Department of 
~private school are extremely limited and probably not Regis and whether the standards of the college will increase ~ Regis College is a sorry topic to ~feasible. The cost of athletics 1s imposing hardships on even or CJiminish in the coming years. A quality education can be ~ begin with, but the women's ~the larger, public schools throughout the country. gained without changing the atmosphere of the college to that athletic program is disgusting My ~ ' of a monastery, but it cannot be acquired without a suitable ~ ade school was better or anized A second possibility would be to lower the requirements of number of qualified faculty members and acceptable ~ gr t to m nt' h' h g h 1 ' h school .while contin.uin~ to increase the tuition · so that academic offerings. - - ~0 t e 10~h mJ 1~ sfcedoo ·1 is would become the sk1ing haven for young "rich kids." - ~ ex year, a s, era 
~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~~~~~~~~en~h:g:~;~:·~:=~ 
· .and re-organized. I sincerely hope 
letters TO The Edi.tor 
v.. that Regis College takes this 
opportunity to put together a 
program compatible with college 
standards and worthy of partici· 
pation by college women. 
Gallo-I!FW 
Dear Editor, 
I read with interest and utter 
disbelief Joseph F. Collin's, S.J. 
letter to the editor printed in the 
Feb. 21 _edition regarding the 
United Farm Worker jurisdiction-
al dispute with the Teamster's 
Union which has caught the E&J 
Gallo Winery in the middle. 
He indicated that I reneged on 
an offer to debate with the U.F.W. 
When Rich Schierburg appeared 
at Regis high school to discuss the 
issues from the Gallo side, we 
understood that we had made good 
on my offer to him to attend a 
debate; apparently not. In that 
case, accept this as a formal offer 
by me to attend a debate with the 
U.F.W. to be arranged by Fr. 
Collin's at Regis College at a time 
mutually convenient to both 
parties. · 
As another student "exposed" to 
Catholic training (St. Mary's high 
school, Berkeley, Cal.) I found his 
claim that Mr. Schieburg "can 
prostitute the truth" totally 
unwarranted and irresponsible. 
As a matter of fact, the Gallo 
Winery, who has the highest paid 
farm workers in the contin.ental . 
United States, has been subjected 
to a barrage of outright lies, false 
claims and innuendo at the hands 
of the U.F.W. and their support-
ers. · Since wheri has the 
philosophy "the end justifies the 
means" been accepted as a part of 
our Christian principles? 
"The end" that we all should be 
working toward is the passage of 
•••••••••• 
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federal legislation which would 
include all farm workers under the 
National Labor Relations Act and 
entitle them to the government 
supervised secret ballot union 
elections which are now guaran-
teed to every other working class. 
perhaps. the chances of getting 
needed legislation would improve 
· dramatically if the U.F.W. and 
their supporters spent more time 
in this regard and less time finding 
products to add to their ever 
expanding "boycott list." 
I am looking forward to hearing 
from you (Fr. Collins) regarding 
our upcoming debate with the 
U.F.W. 
Sincerely, 
Dave Lipsky 
General Sales Manager 
Mountain Wine Distributing Co. 
Sick Friend 
Dear Editor, 
Could you please inform the 
friends of Phillip D. Quint that Phil 
has been in very, very poor h'ealth 
as of late. He is confined to a 
hospital bed and has been for some 
time. For those who wish to write, 
his address ~: 
c/o 2441 Berwick Blvd. 
Columbus, Ohio 
Thank You. 
43209 
Sincerely, 
Mark Murray 
Class of'74 
~ .... 
have a problem in this area. 
We are taught at Regis how 
best to get an idea across to other 
people .. We also learn about other 
communication porcesses which 
the teachers and administrators 
seem not to have learned. These 
higher levels find it hard to unite. 
Problems have occurred like 
double mailings to parents, no 
communication with alumni, not 
giving time for responses to key 
issues (tuition), giving of state-
ments which are not often true, by 
leaving out explanantions which 
cause doubts in peopl~'s minds; 
the list is endless. 
The communications at Regis 
seem to be often · neglected or 
overlooked. The results of this are 
that the organization is depriving 
itself of some very important 
benefits by not listening. They are 
also producing an environment 
whicb breed~ misu~d~rs4J,ndings. 
Th~se misunderstandings can 
result in the· school losing money, 
which we have been told is 
happening for a number of years. 
The communication process could 
be one of the reasons. · 
Lets Talk 
Dear Editor, 
The students must be informed 
about the affairs at Regis since it 
does affect them and because they 
do have a stake in the success of 
the .s~hool. This imposes some 
specific responsibilities on the 
administration to communicate 
fully on all subjects affecting the 
school and its students. The 
student would like to feel like he or 
. s~e is working with the organiza-
tion, not in spite of it. The 
administration should know if 
they don't already, that pe~ple 
lea~~ b~ reading and by examples; 
their s 1s nothing to be proud of. 
~he. communications behavior 
. '
-_] ._,~·allege press seru•··e -· • Which IS present at the top level is I• • x.-'m,·····< '"_, reflected throughout the faculty 
and administration and I' 
·'>,,..,,.,..,.·"' easily with one another but the to say it's n t ood I!! sorry •------~--·· ~~-~~"~iiiiilliiiliilillilliiliii""'iiiii.· .__.__ .... il' -~-111~ 111, .......... . ~.-,.__.. administration and-faculty seem to-. - The: studeots'g · . . 
Many prob!eYJls have arisen in 
the Regis community since I've 
been here and they all seem to 
have one aspect in common, 
communications or a lack of it. 
The students can communicate 
.. n -su~~estlons -.. n..l 
First of all, the girls gym should 
be the girls gym. if the girls are to 
be kicked out of there too, they 
should have designated times to 
use all the facilities and this should 
be enforced. Another area in need 
of improvement is girls intramur· 
als. Beside football and softball 
there 'are none. There should be 
organized intramurals in all 
popular sports, or wherever there 
is a demand for them. There 
should also be more intercollegiate 
teams. Maybe the athletic 
department here is geared to the 
tune of the students; I don't know. 
But how can you say the students 
don't seem to go out for anythin.g 
when especially for girls, there IS 
nothing to go out for? 
At times, I can hardly believe I 
am at a college with the facilities 
provided. I hope that with the 
help of the federal government 
Regis wUI come out of the Da~k 
Ages and realize that women s 
minds and bodies also need to be 
kept in shape and that we too are 
Ameriea's future. 
Karen Jo Walter 
OpportunitY 
Dear Editor, . . 
This year some seven milliOn 
students entered colleges and 
universities throughout the 
nation. Of that number, less than 
five percent were black! k 
This small percentage of blac 
students among the total colleg~ 
population has long disturbed no 
only black leaders but also percef 
· tive whites who feel that one o!t e 
roads to equality of citizen shi~ or 
membership in American 80?~t~ 
for black Americans starts wit 
d. on to a college education, lea mg . 's 
bigger share of the natiOn 
culture, government and economY· 
- -.:I!..••U.a•J IJII /1111 f 
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atch'e1n 
he Paw 
BY MARK POUNDS 
First Da Nang, the':! Nha Trang and next, Regis College. Yes 
America. the Reats Colleqe Proaram Council is proud -to 
present live on Ranger Day "The North Vietnamese Army vs 
the CIA.'_' This progra"'! is made possible through a grant from. 
the Nattonal Foundatton for the Perpetuation of War and 
Other Attrocities. 
Coming straight from vistories in South Vietnam the North 
Vietnamese Ar.my is expf7Cted t? give a st,rong ~hewing as 
they add to thetr menagene of mtssles, MIG sand landniines 
sev~ral capt~red South Vi~tnomes tan~s and guns. The CI.A 
comtng hot off of thetr recent vtctories over Senate 
sub-committee hearings.- is expected to use their traditional 
clandestine style of play and to confuse the enemy with 
innuendos and half truttls. _ 
Although in their lost encounter with the Irish Republican 
Army, the CIA lost several key players tbtough a masterpiece 
of_b!-lreaucratic b_umbling whic~ included on attempt to hove 
Wtlltam Colby htmself assassmated, they hove expressed 
confidence that this little hitch in style will not occur in the 
confrontation against the Reds. "It was just a matter of getting 
our wires crossed," says a special CIA spokesman who prefers 
to remain anonymous. "We hove mode sure that we have our 
bugs in the right place this time." 
The North Vietnamese have nevertheless announced that 
they will use their highly su~cessful DMZ ploy in which they set 
up an arbitrary d_efense line and then convince their 
opponents that they should not cross the line. Then, while 
tlieir opponents ~re. preoccupied with the fairness of this 
propOsition, the Reds rush across the line on offense and then 
retreat behind it for defensive plays. You will remember that 
this was the/lay which was successfully perpetrated against 
former Worl Cliampions- the United States Armed Forces- in 
the late sixties. 
Although the North Vietnamese Army is rumored to 
outnumber the CIA by at least TO,OOO to one, the CIA plans to 
overcome this seemm_g disadvantage by employing a tactic 
which was used with great effectiveness against the U.S. 
Senate, that of simply denying any involvement. 
All in all, it looks like a great -competition from the 
standpoint of death and destruction. Busses will be leaving 
hourly from the Student Senate parking lot for refugee 
students heading south. The Program Council urges you to get 
;r· youl' ' fickefs for tlfis~event early. See you on Ranger Day. 
Bar Committee Abolished by G.A. 
ByiS.ATHYBUKATY 
REGIS. As of February 26, 1975, 
the practice of a Student Senate 
Bar Committee was pushed into 
• the shades of Regis history. It was 
· the result of the acceptance of a 
proposed amendment at a Student 
Senate General Assembly (G.A.) 
meeting, for reasons that present 
ly the Bar Committee set-up _has 
not been working. 
The present Bar Committee is 
the second of its kind, the first 
being brought into existence at the 
suggestion of Skip Wrape and 
John Finley in October of 1973. At 
that time, problems had arisen 
between the students and 
administration, concerning the 
authority of operation of the 
on:campus Belial Bar. A boycott 
on the part of the students had 
, been put into effect in protest to 
the administration's take-over of 
all bar operations, which was due 
to a significant loss in bar profits. 
From the standpoint that the bar 
should be maintained by the 
students themselves, the 
aforementioned G.A. members 
introduced the concept of a Bar ' 
Committee, which was accepted 
by the administration. The 
committee was to consist of a body 
of five students who would serve 
as "overseers" of all bar opera-
tions, thus alleviating the possibil-
ity of poor management and 
insuring a profitable establish-
ment: The group was to meet 
. regularly to discuss current 
records of bar expenditures and to 
suggest alternatives when needed. 
The committe would also fulfill its 
responsibilities by selecting the 
bartenders for that school year. 
Otherwise, the appointed manager 
would act as the operator of the 
bar. 
Up to this point, there had been 
no written procedure as to how the 
Bar Committee was to be chosen. 
The committee for the 1974-75 
school year, consisting of Terry 
Pollard, Maggie McCarty, Bill 
Lysaught, Cathy Bukaty and Pat 
Finucane (who resigned last 
October) were officially enacted on 
February 17, 1974, after being 
chosen by the first Bar Committee 
to succeed them. In March, they 
chose managers and bartenders 
Inventor of Medical Device 
Slated to Deliver Address 
DENVER. An invention stem-
ming from necessity will ~erve as_ 
the -basis for the 1975 Denver· 
University lecture, "Repairs and 
Spare Parts for the Human 
Machine." 
The lecture will be delivered by 
Professor John B. Newkirk, this 
year's winner of the University 
Lecturer appointment, one of the 
highest honors the faculty bestows 
upon a colleague. The lecture will 
be on Monday in the General 
Classroom Building auditorium, 
2040 s: Race St. at 8 p.m. 
In 1966, Newkirk's daughter 
developed hydrocephalus, a condi-
tion which, if untreated, can lead 
to. mental retardation. He devised 
a -method to counteract the 
previously inevitable. 
for this year. This body met 
weekly from that date through 
December, discussing income 
statements provided by the bar 
accountant Patty Archer, schedul-
ing Drown Nights for school 
organizations, suggesting possible 
renovations of the bar and other 
minor points of business. At 
times, the accountant and mana-
ger, Tom Foster, were present at 
these meetings, of which minutes 
were kept. Throughout the course 
ofthe year, the committee became 
aware of the increasing lack of 
communication between them-
selves and actual bar employees. 
They had come to the conclusion 
that, due to no one individual's 
fault, this committee, as a separate 
entity, is ine-fficient and devoid of 
any real authority. Such was the _ 
r~asoning behind the proposed -
amendment to change Bar Com-
mittee procedures. 
Dave Foley, Fred Daues, Terry 
Pollard and Kitty Berrigan spon-
sored this bil on February 26, 
which provided for control of the 
bar centered within the G.A. This 
student body will serve as the 
need overseers of the bar from 
now on. They chose a group from 
the G.A. to select a new manager 
for.the coming year, who would, in 
turn, assist · this group in the 
process of selecting bartenders for 
the coming year. The said body 
consists of Mike Berube, . Julie 
Shutts, Mary Pat O'Brien and Bill 
Ri:dgley. With the conclusion of 
this selection, their duties are 
completed. The bill also includes 
an understanding that the bar 
manager should be delegated the 
full power to carry out the normal 
operations of the bar, reporting 
monthly to the G.A. on the 
progress of business. Any expen-
ditures exceeding $50 ·for capital 
improvements or other is subject 
Lette.rs To The Editor 
He teamed with neurosurgeon 
Dr. W.M. Hirsch and a university 
colleague, Dr. P-K. Predecki, to 
develop a silicone rubber device 
which, when surgically implanted 
in the head, relieves the pressure 
of the cranial fluid caused by the 
·disease. 
to approval. ,..~_ -
In effect, this changing tide has 
defined the roles of authority 
involved in the management of the· 
Belial Bar and provides that no 
individual students shall directly 
oversee the job of another. The 
G.A. reserves the right to recall 
any appointment of manager if 
they feel that he has not perform-
ed well in his job. 
Parapsychology 
Class 
421-2676 
Teachers MVanted 
Entire West, Midwest and South 
Southwest Teachers 
1303 Central Ave. Agency 
Albuquerque; N: M. 8?106 
AT YOUR 
CAMPUS STORE 
- OUT OF SIGHT! 
F. .1' 
-The device became known as the 
-Denver Shunt and has since been 
implanted in thousands of humans 
throughout the world. 
FOR REGIS STUDENTS 
NO REGISTRATION FEE 
B&G 
CoTTection 
· ONLY $18 per month-
NO CONTRACT 
Tues., Thurs., & Fri. 12-1:00 or 6:30-7:30 
S. Kurobane · 5th degree 
only 5 MINUTES A WAY 
Denver Japanese Karate Center 
4935 W. 38th Ave. 458-9692 
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Funny and Waldo Fail ·on Screen; Mahler Triumphs 
B JIM O'NEILL Cabaret used a similar approach character of Ernestine the tele- haveghlost the magiF'c w.hich hmade With the release of Columbia 
y . attempting to create historical phone operator. Slau terhouse JVe sue an Picture's Tommy Pete 
DENVER. Several new films have · t ·gu· picture· his newer • • ' 
opened in the metro area this past accurac~ and ~eflect the ~ecadence James Caan makes a gallant m r~ mg so s~othered _ with Townsend s rock opera, directed 
month making the movies a of the times m the music. effort in his portrayal of Billy w_o~ s a~e k d . - t. d for the screen by Ken Russell, 
populH place to go around town Despite _the crit~cal acclaim Rose, Fanny's musical produced bi\::t c~~merc~;~t;net~:t at~e another of Russell's current films, 
this spring, but unfortunately, all these two films recei_ved and the and second husband; however, an taor 1. left holdi"ng nothi"ng· but a Mahler may tend to, be overlooked 
. -phenomenal box-office success t I · t t St · d s Y s - due to the formers mor "d but one of the new flicks have_ b . . ac or P aymg nex 0 reisan fine plastic coating; everything s read a eal and bli .e WI e-
proven to be disappointments Ca aret experienced, the mfluence tends to get swallowed by her d th . t 1 P Pp _pu city. 
Funny Lady continues the s~ga of these two films h~s still not imposing ego. She doesn't speak un ;~n:~ ~~~t a ~· . t "t Russell Is so~ethmg of a bizarre 
of Fanny Brice in an even more sgread significantly. Hollywood her lines, she spe"4_S them. It's no f h e . er 1 1~ gitvmg ~ ptor raif ~nd arro~ant film-maker gaining h · d th" t d h t f b th 0 ermsm or JUS a pic ure 0 httle praise from e"th · 
tedious and imposing style than its as _Ign_ore IS new movemen won er s e seems ou o rea masochistic addiction to a d in . . -· I _er maJor 
predecessor Funny Girl Holly contmumg to revert back to the after each statement. t. t 1 1 "d t 0 Y .g critics (with the exception of the 
wood seems' to still find ~orne ra; old style and churn out disasters Streisand's pomposity along ~pord IS~~ c ea~ Y eVId ·e~ · n: IS The Boyfriend) and often times 
of hope for the movie musical and such as Hello Dolly, Darling Lili, with the tasteless, artificial and d~cet. ":1 thanf"lu~metaia eHcon ra- disgust from the movie audience. 
M B d . h' At Lo o rd od t" k f IC Ion m e I m s s r. ow can He happens to be m f "te h" continues to churn out one disaster ame, og anovic s ng ve one pr uc Ion rna es or a anyone as beautiful as Robert . y avori ; IS 
of this sort after another. Funny Las~ Love and now Funny Lady. long three hours of tedious view- Redford be capable of anything t~chmque and .style force the 
Lady does not serve to advance or Smce her memorable perform- ing. Movies such as this are good b t h . ? 0 th th h d VIewer to experience the film, to 
· Th W W W B b · I f II th t · · - u ermsm · n e 0 er an ' b ·come rt f "t d · h · 
update this form of screen enter- ance.m e ay e ere, ar _ra examp es o a a IS gomg wrong Waldo's actions and esteems are e pa ~ I an move Wit It. 
tainment· rather 1·t tends to Stre1sand has chosen roles wh1ch with American films today. As h"ld" h d t li There exists that constant • • h · h h · 1 od · t d c 1 Is an seem o e some- · d th t . 
unconsciously emphasize the ave not g~ven er t e opportumty ong as pr ucers contmue o eny where on the other side of sanity. r~mm er a you are watchmg a 
superficiality and insanity that all she needs to develop herse~f as the the fact that the Hollywood escape Only a figure like Redford and his _film and that you must m~ke 
such past films have thri"ved upon talented actress that she IS. Her musical is dead, the film-goer will k k t .1 ld . yourself a part of that moVIng 
· 1 t f"l F p t • s k t" t b tuf-~ d · h h" noc -ou sm1 e cou receive f · t I can think of only two excep as 1 m, or e e s a e, was an con mue o e s 1e w1t t IS k 1 d t f h sequence o p1c ures. 
tions to this rule· movies in which unfortunate failure and now with -kind of senseless nonsense. How ac n?w1 e . g:men or. s,ucff The reason many viewers find the musical fo;m was sensibly Funny Lady she seems to have unlucky can you get? prachtica fl JO ,es las cuhttm1g 
0 d Russell indulgent and offensive 
_ _ k · t t · h" h h . anot er yer s p ane w ee s an 1. · th ff t f embedded in the film -<riving the sun en m o a rap m w 1c s e IS k" ff . h h ~ ll , 1es m e e ec o many of the 
<>- f t th A b f fil I d · rna mg o wit t e 1e ow s money f t h . final work an added dimension as more o a screen ornamen an an num er o ms re ease m f h h d Th . . an asy sequences e apphes to 
well as a sense of reality Bob actress. the 1920's and 1930's fell into a af ter ekcras e ·th" atkgrmnhm'g persons in his biographical films. 
. F B . - d genre h" h Ia t th t ace rna es every mg o ay; e s C ta" l . h h Fosse's Cabaret and Ken Russell's anny rice never appeare w IC was popu r a a ·n er m y Images sue as t e 
The Boyfriend adapted the stage more shallow or lifeless that she time known as "the aviator stiR odufr d~anf. h crucified Christ descending from 
d · t'- · · It · 1932 d · " Th" t f fil d 1 e or s arne appears to ave h" t . musical to the screen in a mature oes m u1s ~ov1e. IS an movie. IS ype o m eat d h. . . 1 · - IS cross o engage m carnal love 
and rational manner which times are hard, but Fanny still with World War 1 fighter pilots rna ~ IS actmg ess spontaneous with a possessed nun in The 
t h h t f k ft th that 1t has been; he seems to grow D ·1 p t T h "k k coincided with the changing trends manages o scrounge up enoug w o were ou o wor a er e d h . 1 Th eVI s, e er c a1 ovs y blow-in cinema. m?ney to dress herself in satin and was and whose love for the sky mo:e ~n ?tore mec amc~ · e ing off the heads of family and 
Russell's brilliant parody of the mmk. The combination of and its challenge led them to take script IS flimsy a!ld doesn t leave friends with a cannon in The Music 
Busby-Berkeley era in The Streisand and the gaudy costumes employment as stunt men in m~ch to. work with, but Redford Lovers and a deranged life Jaugh-
B f · d d · t d th t r does not add a touch of class to Hollywood movies. fails to give any depth at all to the ing hideously during her husband's 
oty rtae~ .epicl.fe e s.trugg 1
1
n
1
g Fanny's character but rather - Th" G R H"ll h character of Waldo. He empha- funeral1"n· W.omen In Love do not 
en er amer s I e as I rea y , . IS year eorge oy I as . th k . t . th . t 
existed behind the spotlights in Ifolakes her look pretenc1~us and attempted to re-create this movie ~Izes e wea pom .s m e scnp rest easily on one's mind especially 
th d 
· H 1 silly. She starts out lookmg like form in a slick fashion which comes mstead of soft-peddling them. One when treated in such shockin e epresswn years. e para - . . . - almost has to laugh when he tries g leled this with a director's dreams David Bowie w1th her feathers and across as being so artificial and . . visual terms as Russell is noted 
f k . d" H ll d sequins and in the final scene she polished that The Great Waldo to give himself completely to a for o rna mg a gran wse o ywoo . . h h · · 
musical and with the real life reaches the height of red1culous- Pepper appears to be nothing corny P. r_as; e u~es m response Russell's latest film, now show-
h I f tt. t ness in a ·costume and hairstyle more than a put-on, as was his last to an officials banmng Waldo from ing at the Flick Cinema in ass es o pu mg on a s age . . . . , th k" . "A · t 1· 
· 1 h remmrscent of Lily Tomlm s film, The Sting. Hill seems to e s Ies. re you gomg 0 Icense Larimer Square is based on the 
mus1ca w en money was scarce. - th 1 d ?" ' e c ou s . life of Gustav Mahler the eloquent 
Album · Revives Dylan Style; 
Isotope Shines on First LP 
By JIM O'NEILL AND 
BETTYBOBO 
•-DENVER. The brooding, discon-
tented Bob Dylan we knew in the 
sixties seemed to diappear quite 
suddenly and it took us some time 
to adjust to the new optimism of 
such works as Nashville Skyline 
and New Morning. Actually, I 
never did adjust; I missed the 
conflicts and searchings which 
ended after Blonde on Blonde. For 
me, Dylan was never the same 
after that. The 1974 tour 
rekindled my interest and some 
new hopes arose, but Planet 
Waves, which coincided with the 
concerts, showed no changes. This 
·year just when I was about to give 
up all hope, another new Dylan 
was released, Blood on the Tracks. 
I haven't yet pinpointed just 
what makes this his best album 
since the days of Highway 61 and 
Blonde on Blonde. The period of 
contentment has passed and Dylan 
is once again focusing not on the 
joys of love and life but on the 
darker sides. He comes forth 
shining and glorious and has 
produced his first masterpiece in 
.over six years. It seems cruel to 
. be satisfied with another's discon-
. tentment, but in Dylan's case, his 
~newed maladjustments have 
'ironically added a new flavor and 
.consistency to his music which 
have been missing for a long time. 
·'David Bowie, Young Americans 
• The cover of Yonng Americans 
'depicts a more refined and mature 
. ·Bowie, sporting a James Dean 
haircut, plaid shirt, gold · bracelet 
a,nd finely manicure fingernails. 
He is still pushing the bisexual 
. -image although it is more subtle 
·~today than it was in the past. in 
fact, it has reached the point 
where it is actually very appeal-
. ing, especially for the young teen 
set who will determine the form 
rock will take -in the future. 
The music on the disc is more 
sophisticated than anything Bowie 
has ever done. It lacks the 
revolutionary force and power of 
his two classics, Hunky Dory and 
Ziggy Stardust but David has 
adjusted himself in this new form 
of rock which he initiated. 
Songs such as "Young Ameri-
cans," "Fascination," and "Some-
body Up There Loves Me" are 
zesty and slick revealing that 
Bowie has taken over arranging · 
and producing his material in a 
responsible fashion after the 
departure of Mick Ronson and 
Tony Visconti. 
beyond the boundaries of rock and 
has proven that the field has 
limitless horizons. They are in the 
·same tradition as many of the 
more inventive bands working 
today, notably Chick Corea's 
Return to Forever and PFM. 
lllusion, their first album, is like 
a breath of fresh air, but their 
music is beyond verbal analyza-
tion. Only through listening to 
their work can the message of 
Isotope be transmitted and felt. 
The band consists of lead 
guitarist Gary Boyle, who has had 
a long professional record playing 
for such performers as Dusty 
Springfield, Lulu and Brian Auger. 
He has a distinct, pure style which 
is all his own and is perfectly 
suited to the musical purity of 
Isotope. 
As drummer, Nigel Morris 
provides both balance and excite-
ment in the band's rhythm. Hugh 
Hopper, formerly of The Soft 
Machine, makes a strong backbone 
Bowie's image still makes him 
aversive to the more conventional 
and static rock fans in much the 
same way the _ Rolling Stones 
repelled Chuck Berry-Elvis 
Presley fans in 1964. The whole 
process is cynical and as Bowie 
states in his song "Changes," 
"Look out, you rock 'n rollers, 
pretty soon you're gonna get 
older." · for the fluent guitar style of Boyle. 
Kiss, DRESSED TO KILL 
Unlike Bowie, Kiss has not 
been able to lixe up musically to 
their explosive stage presence . 
One of the most visually striking 
· bands live, Kiss fails to accomplish 
anything of substantial merit in 
the studio. 
Some of the hardest rock 'n roll 
ever recorded can be hear on 
Dressed to Kill, but it reaches the 
point of cacophqny with its discor-
dant lyrics and shrilling chords. 
If you'r into • intense and 
theatrical spectacles then don't 
miss the next Kiss concert, but 
Dressed to Kill may prove to be a 
disappointment because the band 
just doesn't make it on an auditory 
basis alone. 
Isotope, ILLUSION 
Isotope's lllusion is the most 
refreshing album that I have heard 
this year. Isotope has gone 
.. 
..... ... -
Laurence Scott on keyboards 
has his roots in the blues so it is 
evident that Isotope draws from a 
vast array of musical schools. 
Scott's style is urgent and vital 
giving the group's sound a motile, 
dynamic consistency. 
Pick up on Isotope's first album, 
lllusion. It is a unique musical 
experience as well as a break 
through in the fields of rock and 
jazz. 
Slick, Kantner and Freiburg: 
BARON VON TOLLBOOTH AND 
THE CHROME NUN. 
Have you hear "Across the 
Floor?" 
Here is one verse: "Seven 
inches of pleasure seven inches 
going home. Somebody must have 
measured all the way down the old 
bone." · 
The implications Grace Slick is 
making are far from subtle. Yet 
the song is melodious, mellow and 
above all, free. Freedom is so 
important. Be free! 
- __ , ·..:..-
Hill seems to be saying that man German composer a~d conductor ~an find new i~spiration ~nd value As usual the fatal aspect are of th.e 
m the sky durmg these times, the individual's life and some of the 
ultimate dreams _in life, which lay dr~am-fantasy sequences are the 
decay~d and sterile on the _groun_d. most imaginative and powerful 
Waldo s dream. of competmg w1th moments ever capture on film. 
German war pilot Ernst Kessler, Mahler is Ken Russell's first 
. ~he only rna~ who could top Waldo work to appear since Savage 
m the sky • finally ca~e true whe_n Messiah, a beautiful and poetic 
both flew together as stunt m~n m film about French sculptor Henri 
one· of those Hollywood aviator Gaudier which was released two 
films. _We are spared the horror ?f years ago. After Tommy, he will 
watchmg Waldo fall_to the earth m no doubt gain a more commercial 
the end. The f~nal. ~equence reputation which hopefully will not 
reveals that awe-mspmng face detract from his concentration on 
gliding through the clouds · into more inventive and experimental 
obli~ion, a state from which the work. 
movie never ascended. 
Walsh and Daniels 
Storm DU Arena 
By JON VOLKMER 
B&G ENTERTAINMENT STAFF 
DENVER. Billed as "West Meets 
South," Joe Walsh and Charlie 
Daniels played to a sell-out crowd 
on April 4 in the University of 
Denver arena. 
Representing the south in the 
Allman Brothers, Lynyrd Skynyrd 
tradition was the Charlie Daniels 
band, who came on stage rocking 
hard with guitar jams heavily 
la-den with · country-western 
overtones. The massive Charlie, 
cowboy hat and full beard topping 
his huge frame, was quite impres-
sive as was his fiddle work, which 
he worked in well with the heavy 
metal- guitar sounds; but then, one 
should expect professional 
a~rangement from Daniels who 
has been a studio performer for 
many years backing such names as 
Bob Dylan, Ringo Starr and the 
Youngbloods, to name just a few. 
The only ~riticism I would like to 
make ofthe •group would be their 
difficulty in · inaking the lyrics 
distinguishable. Charlie Daniels 
has a hearty sense of humor which 
he pours into his lyrics but the 
effect was lost in concert since the 
words were virtually inaudible . 
The crowd did not seem to mind, 
however, and by the time the band 
wound up with their present 
single, "The South's Gonna Do It", 
he had the -crowd stomping and 
screaming for more. 
Charlie Daniels certainly proved 
to be a tough act to follow, but Joe 
Walsh, "the man from the west", 
lived up to the challenge and the 
stage became all his. 
Walsh -played a lot of the old 
James Gang hits such as "Walk 
Away," "Funk #49," and "Tend My 
Garden," which sounded better 
than wherl he was with the Gang. 
"Rocky Mountain Way," and his 
newest single, "Turn to Stone," 
however, were pure Barnstorm 
and the crowd stormed the stage 
in a riotous response. During their 
encore the band did a clever 
arrangement of the Beatie's "~et 
Back," which, while transformmg 
that song into a hard, tig~t 
number, at the same t1me 
demonstrated the versatility of 
the b~nd and the musical know-
how of Joe Walsh. After all, not 
many people, including Elt~n 
John, can rearrange a Beatie s 
tune and get away with it. 
Overall, the evening was a 
well-balanced mixture of Southern 
honk and straightforward rock. 
The two bands complimented each 
other well and the concerteer was 
left drained and awed by the 
power of these two fine bands. 
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Regis Blanks Mines 
-in Conference G-ame 
By BOB FROEHLICH 
REGIS. Backed by the pitching of 
Dale Whitten, Kevin Ryan, Rick 
Muller and Tom Whitten, the 
Ranger baseball team has fare-d 
well in the early portion of the 
season schedule. , 
allowing only three hits in the 
remaining seven frames. Regis 
exploded for six runs in the bottom 
of the third on five base hits, an 
error and a pair of walks. The 
Rangers were unable to score in 
the following six innings, but 
managed to hold off the Oredig· 
gers for the Rocky Mountain 
Athletic Conference win. 
Denver U. 3 Regis 1 
Photo courtesy of the Regis Photographers Club 
Sean O'Donnell lets loose with a powerful serve in a recent 
The Regis squad departs on its 
annual road trip today (Friday) 
with doubleheaders scheduled 
against Western St. tomorrow and 
Adams St. on Sunday. The results 
of conference games against the 
Colorado School of Mines on 
Wednesday and yesterday 
(Thursday) were unavailable at 
press time. . 
Coach John Sunkel is happy 
with the team's five win and five 
Joss record but feels there is much 
room for improvement. The team 
seems to improve with every game 
despite injuries to Bob Leder house 
who broke his ankle in the season 
opener and Tom Whitten who tore 
ligaments in his elbow in a victory 
over Metro St. on April 5 and 'is 
now questionable for the rest of 
the season. 
Despite the excellent pitching of 
Ryan, the Rangers fell to their 
south Denver counterparts in a 
tough contest. Ryan spread ten 
hits while allowing only two 
ea~:ned runs in hurling the best 
game of his collegiate career. 
practice session of the Regis Tennis Team. The squad is winless after four matches this 
year, but are hoping for a victory today (Friday) over Metro St. 
Who Will Coach? 
Problems Plague Tennis ·Team 
The only Regis run came on a 
seventh inning home run by Mike , 
Letofsky, a transfer from D.U. 
Good fielding and excellent 
hitting have been responsible for 
most of the team's success. Coach 
Sunkel is happy with the team's 
play but is looking for a better 
season and continued improve· 
ment in fundamentals. 
By BOB FROEHLICH 
REGIS. A dilemma has developed 
around the Regis men's net team 
here this year, concerning the 
question of who will be coaching 
the squad. 
Jim Karabetsos began the 
tennis season as coach of the team, 
but recently Mr. John Hedberg of 
the women's team has taken over 
responsibility for the men's pro-
gram. 
Due to this dilemma which the 
team has been through, they have 
been very disorganized and have 
had to pull themselves along. The 
team forfeited to Air Force on 
April6 because no one knew about 
the match. Coach Hedberg took 
over the team after an April 10 
meet with Metro State and will 
continue to coordinate both the 
women's and men's teams. · 
Despite the probiems encount-
ered, George Boomer, Sean 
O'Donnell and Bill "Marty" Kent 
have attempted to organize the 
team for practice. Expected to be 
strong for the team are the above 
mentioned, Kenny , Rosenabch, 
Mike Berube and Terry Pollard. 
Support will be added by Roy 
Schwappach, Bob Froehlich, Neil 
Daley and Tom Burke. 
The Ranger netters dropped a 
hard fought 6-3 decision to the 
Colorado School of Mines on 
Tuesday. Pollard and Schwappach 
each picked up wins in singles 
events and teamed to down a 
Mines pair in doubles competition 
to account for the three Regis 
points. . 
On AprilS, the Rangers dropped 
a 7-2 meet to Metro St. on the 
Regis courts. O'Donnell recorded 
the sole Regis win, outdueling his 
opponent 7-6, 1-6 and 6-1 in three 
sets. Rosenbach picked up the 
Superteam 
Competition 
is slated 
REGIS. A super teams competi-
tion, comparable to that held on 
television earlier this year will be 
part of the Ranger Day festivities, 
accoriding to John Nillen, organiz-
er of the entire event. 
Six persons may be on any one 
team, with membership not lim-
ited to members of any particualr 
sex. The events scheduled include 
an obstacle course, a frisbee · toss 
for both distance and accuracy, a 
Simon Says competition, a walking 
relay, an egg toss- volleyball 
torunament and a tug of war. 
Trophies will be awarded to the 
first, second, third and last place 
teams, while ribbons will be given 
to the first and second place 
individuals in each event. 
Registration for the events will 
take place on the intramural field,s 
from 12:15-12:45 on Ranger Day, 
with competition beginning 
immediately thereafter. 
The cost for the tournament is $1 
per team and day students may 
drop off forms at the Student 
Senate office prior to Ranger Day. 
Entries will be placed outside of 
the snack bar. 
Further information may be 
?htained by contacting John Nillen 
m 417 DeSmet. 
second point with a forfeit victory. 
The first match of the year with 
Wichita St. on April 4 was a 
straight loss for the Regis net 
men. 
Weather conditions have 
delayed the team's practice sched-
ule, but each day sees continued 
improvement. Only two lettermen 
Girl Nett·ers 
are on this year's squad, Marty 
Kent and Schwappach. 
The remainder of the Regis 
men's team schedule pits the 
Rangers against Metro St. today 
(Friday) in a 10 a.rh. contest. The 
netters travel to Mines on April24 
and are scheduled to host Adams 
St. on April 25 in a 9 a.m. match_ 
' 
Show 
Talent Against Foes 
REGIS. The women's tennis team, 
under the watehful eye of Caoch 
John Hedberg, began their 
season's practice immediately 
upon returning from spring break. 
Coach Hedberg is working with 
quite a bit of talent this year with 
' the ten girls who have come out 
for the team. Laura Drexler, Sally 
Ohlendorf, Linda Maier, Pat 
McLelland, Muffy Boomer, Shauna 
McGuire, Sid O'Connell, Marla 
Murphy, Trish Henze and 
Maureen Brink have all shown 
enthusiasm for_ this year's squad 
and the hopes for a good year 
W th appear promising. e a e r Laura Drexler has set up six 
matches for the year against the H a m P e r S "B" teams of such schools as Denver University, Metro St. 
l • k College, Loretto Heights and In s te, rs Colorado University. The first 
match was held against Santa Fe 
By BOB FROEHLICH College of New Mexico on April 5 
REGIS. The Ranger golf team has with Regis gaining a split. 
had three matches thus far and are Ohlendorf, playing number two 
still looking for a victory before singles and Boomer in the number 
travelling to the conference meet three singles slot won their 
in Salt Lake City, Utah in the early matches, while number one seed 
part of May. Maier and the doubles team of 
Due to poor weather conditions, McGuire and Drexler dropped 
the golf team has been on and off their matches. 
the course. Coach Lou Kellogg has The team did not fare so well in 
not been especially pleased with a meet held Tuesday at C.U., 
the team's play but is hoping for dropping all six contests. Boomer 
improvement. The teams Regis and Maier turned in the best 
has competed against have been periormances for Regis in 6-2, 6-3 
strong because of larger budgets losses. 
for golf at schools like Air Force, Coach Hedberg expressed high 
Northern Colorado, Western State hopes in players such as Maier, 
and southern Colorado State Ohlendorf, Boomer and McLel-
College. The budget at Regis is land, the latest coming back to the 
low and the team cannot travel as team after missing a week of 
much as these others can. practice due to an injury. He 
Three matches have been play- further stated, "No one has a sure 
ed so far against the like of Air spot. I run the team ,on a ladder 
Force, UNC, Western State, basis and everyone should be able 
Mines, Wyoming and SCSC. The to play." 
Rangers travel to Air •Force for The Regis women's netters will 
another match on Sunday. face Northern Colorado in a home 
Five go)fers return. from l~st meet today (Friday) at 2 p.m. and 
year's squad, includmg Bnan are slated to face Loretto Heights 
Brada, Dennis McLaughlin, Tom in the final home match on April 23 
The Rangers do not have much 
depth, forcing them to convert 
outfielders and infielders to other 
positions, such as catcher and 
pitcher. The team possesses quite 
a bit of all-round ability and 
steadiness as has been seen in the 
play of Mike Gorrell, Joe Hovorka, 
Kevin Ryan, Howie Befort 
Rich "Pops" Devot, Rich Stef and 
Muller. 
Devot, Muller, Ryan and 
Hovorka have led the team in 
hitting so far this season while 
Stef has been coming on strong. 
Colorado College 10 Regis 6 
Despite fine performances by 
Stef, Muller, Befort and Hovorka, 
the Rangers feU to the Colorado 
College team on April 16 in 
Colorado Springs. The home club 
. jumped out to an early lead and 
used big fourth and seventh 
innings to build a 10-3 lead going 
into the ninth. Extra base hits by 
Hovorka and Devot and a single by 
Ryan, couple with a walk to Stef 
and a sacrifice fly by Gorrell 
produced three consolation runs. 
A home run by Befort just inside 
of the right field foul line high-
lighted the Ranger performances 
at the plate. 
Regis 10 Mines 0 
Willis Case 
Scheduled 
for Classic 
REGIS. Willis Case golf course 
will once again be the site of the 
annual Ranch Classic, with tee 
time set for 12 n<1on on April 25. 
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi, 
the cost of the tournament is $5, 
including green and entrance fees, 
a golf ball and sandwiches. Club 
and cart rental are also available 
but at an extra charge to the 
individual. 
A keg of beer will be awarded to 
the first place low net foursome 
and trophies will be presented to 
the person whose drive lands 
closest to the pin on a designated 
holes and also for the longest?" 
drive. The low individual scorer 
will receive a dozen golf balls. In 
addition to these awards, special 
prizes will be give to the high 
gross team ·and individual. The 
handicap will be determined by 
the Peoria System. 
A total of 60 golfers are required 
{or the tournament. The $5 fee 
must be paid before Tuesday to 
Jay Scott, 223 West Hall or Bill 
Lysaught, 106 O'Connell. Further 
information may be obtained from 
either of the above or by calling 
Dick Del Fava at 433-5475. 
Dale Whitten pitched a two hitter 
shutting out Mines in a home 
contest~ a game which capped a 
pair of games with Mines over the 
weekend. The contest was fast, 
lasting less than two hours, 
despite a 14 hit performance by 
the Ranger sluggers. The shutout 
by bitten was the first recorded by 
a Regis pitcher in the last four •--••••liiiiiii!II!IP--•• 
years. 
Regis 7 Mines 5 
The stellar performance by 
Whitten on Sunday complemented 
a come-from-behind Ranger win on . 
Saturday as Muller came . on in 
releif for Tom bitten to post his 
second win of the season. 
Both clubs scored early, with 
Mines jumping out to a 5-1 lead 
after two innings of play. Muller 
snuffed the Mines hitting attack 
from the second innings on, 
REGIS LIQUOR 
HEADQUARTERS 
Wl<::EKDA YS 9 A.M. - 10 P.M 
FRI & SAT. 9 A.M. -11 A.M. 
Please ID 
Glorioso, John Cassidy, Randy at 3:30p.m. The concluding meet 
Acelage and Jay Scott. Dan of the season finds the Ranger tl'llllllllllllllllllllllll~• 
Ma£illa has shown promise in the girls travelling to DU for a 3 p.m. ~~ R A N G E R DAY s~~ 
early going as have Dave Feeman, meet on August 28. The results ~ ~ 
Tim Cassiday and Terry Taylor. from a meet held · yesterday 
Joe O'Neill and John McGuire are (Thursday) against Metro St. were ~ 
.;e;x;.peM:cHite•d-.cto ... c·o·nt~rMiib .. u.teo(J .... ..o ... ..o•n•ot ... ao.v.ai.·la~b)o41e·a·t~pHir.es.s o(Jti.·m.e .... .,.. .. t T -Shirt Con tes l I 
~ ~ Specia I I Free T-Shirt . J 
State cleaners I Free Weekend I 
Sweaters 3 gj. ~winning design will be imprinted on ~· 'f ~ all RANGER DAY T -shirts ~ 
458-0735 . thrlf April 30 ~ . ~ ~ PLEASE TURN INTO STUDENT ~ 
4986 lowell Blvd ~ SENATEOFFICEBYMONDAY ~ • iiiiii#IIIIII.IITIII.IITIIIIIIIA 
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Seminars Set in India 
DENVER. The first International 
Festival for Youth, sponsored by 
the Youth Hostels Association of 
India in conjunction with the 
Universities of Aurangabad, 
Bombay and Delhi will be held this 
summer in India. 
The travel study festival pro-
gram is designed to offer an 
opportunity for students to learn 
about the past and present cul-
tures of India. Recognized experts 
in the fields of Indian history, 
culture, religion and society will 
lead seminars during an intensive 
week of study at the campus of 
Aurangabad University, approxi-
mately 200 miles north of Bombay. 
The first area of study will deal 
with 5,000 years of Indian history 
and culture, including ancient, 
medieval and pre-independence. 
Xhe seminar will run from July 5 
to 12, with study also covering 
Indian art and sculpture, dance, 
drama and music. 
Running concurrent with the 
seminar on history and culture is a 
session devoted to the study of 
Indian religion and society. The 
attention of this course will focus 
on Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism, 
Jainism and Sikhism and their 
effects on the culture of India. 
Also included in the seminar's 
format -are studies of Christianity, 
Zoroastrinism and Judaism in 
India, astrology and yoga. 
The third area of study being 
conducted from July 5-12 will 
center on planning for progress in 
India. Specific attention will be 
paid to the economic and soeial 
aspects of modernization in India, 
including looks at the populat!on 
Reed to Speak 
Here Tue~day -
REGIS. The Science Amphithea-
tre will be the site of a talk to be 
given on Tuesday at 2:45 p.m. by 
Bl.i. Clyde Reed, Executive Direc-
' tor of the Denter for New 
Beginnings. 
Dr. Reed completed his under-
graduate studies at Bradley 
University and received his doc-
torate from Boston U. He is an 
ordained minister of the United 
Church of Christ. 
/ 
In addition, he has attended 
the Q. J. Jung Institute in Zurich 
Switzerland and has done post 
doctoral work at the Meninger 
Institute. His major field of 
interest is the exploration of the 
frontiers between psychology and 
spirituality. 
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problem, distribution of land, the 
educational system and the chang-
ing value system. The role of India 
as a power in the nuclear age will 
also be probed during the week of 
study. 
Along with the study sessions, 
sights~eing and educational trips 
to Ellora and Ajanta Caves will be 
held and entertainment, with both 
Indian and Western music, will be 
available to the visiting-delegates. 
In addition - to the regular 
programs, one-week field trips for 
· study travel are offered to three 
other areas of special interest to 
the young. From July 12-19, a 
program will be offered _in the 
Kashmir Valley, north of Delhi, 
surrounded by the . Himalayan 
mountain peaks. A week-long 
residential program, will be held 
at the same time in Delhi, 
comprised of excursions to the Taj 
Mahal in Agra and Fatehpur Sikri, 
meetings with local university 
students and local entertainment. 
Nepal is the site of 1he third 
field trip program, with the 
session slated for July 19-26. the 
country of Nepal is the only Hindu 
kingdom in the world, retaining an 
easy-going charm promoted by the 
tolerant nature of the people and 
the natural isolation imposed by 
the Himalayas. 
Further information concerning 
booking and other details fro the 
"Experience India '75" program 
are available through the following 
organizations: American Youth 
Hostels, Inc., National Campus, 
Delaplane, Virginia, 22025; 
Council on International Education 
Exchange, 777 United Nations 
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017; 235 
East Santa Clara St., Suite 710, 
San Jose Cal. 95113; Educational 
Flights, 11 West 42nd St., New 
York, N.Y. 10036; Education 
Division Thomas Cook and Sons, 3 
East 54th St. , New York, N.Y. 
Flexible Major Option 
Provides Wide Studies 
By DAVID PETERSON 
REGIS. The opportunity for a 
Flexible Major is now available 
here to those students with a wide 
variety of academic interests. 
It is now possible to design a 
program built around a theme for 
which there is no forman estab-
lished program at Regis. Flexible 
majors are possible now because of 
the following newly adopted 
options: indepen_dent studies, 
coursework at other institutions, 
internships and other off-campus 
experiences/projects. The flexible-
major was created for the student 
who wishes to benefit from a 
liberal arts education and still 
pursue a self defined major. A 
Flexible Major committee guides 
involved students and assists them 
in planning their individual pro-
grams. 
informally as well.The student 
must submit with this listing an 
essay explaining the meaning of 
the topic as the student under-
stands it and an explanation of 
why existing programs in the 
college do not satisfy his or her 
needs. 
As can be seen, the success of 
the . Flexible Major depends 
largely on the interests and moti-
vations of the students. The 
application procedure is a long and 
detailed one, but it is made this 
way only to safeguard the student 
from graduating with a poorly 
designed program of study. 
The Flexible Major is by no 
means an answer for the students 
who are unsure of a major. For 
many students their program will 
involve independent studies 
which require great dedication and 
sense of direction in a specific area 
of concentration. 
This new major has many 
.possibilities to offer Regis 
students. Through the Flexible 
Major committee, it can be deter-
mined if a particular major can be 
offered and they can also judge if a 
student is capable of handling 
their proposed program. 
CWC Becmes 
A Mountain Town 
DENVER. Colorado Women's 
Photo courtesy of the Regis Photographers Club 
The Average White Band appeared in the Regis Fieldhouse before _a 
packed house in a recent 
concert. The Scottish band's rapid rise to fame was responsible for 
the overflow crowd as well as a recent hit record. 
Aid Available to 
GI-Bill Students 
DENVER. GI Bill students unable 
to keep up with the rate of 
inflation despite recent increases 
in Veterans Administration educa-
tion payments are eligible for VA 
loans to meet the necessary 
educational espense, according to 
Ray E. SmithJ Director of the 
regional VA office here. 
A Dec. 3, 1974law, which raised 
monthly education payments by 
22.7 percent, stipulated that loans 
up to $600 could be extended to 
those students who were found to 
be in need after the "actual cost of 
attendance was compare to the 
student's total financial resources.' 
Eligibility is limit~d to those 
students attending an educational 
institution on at least a half-time 
basis. the law also specified that 
the course must lead to a standard 
college degree or taht it be · a 
course of six months or longer 
duration that leads to "an 
identified and predetermined 
professional or vocational objectc 
No interest will be charged 
while the student is enrolled on at 
least a half-time basis, with 
installment payments starting 
within nine months after the 
student ceases to be enrolled on a 
half-time basis. Eight percent 
interest will . be charged at the 
tima and full p~yment must be 
made within ten years. A three 
percent loan fee is deducted from 
the face amount of the loan to 
provide a fund to insure against 
defaults. The latter are to be 
considered overpayments to be 
recovered in the same manner as 
other debts to the government. 
Colorado students may apply 
through the VA Regional Office, 
Denver Federal Center, 80225. 
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The committee itself was estab-
lished to act as a department head 
to involved students. The commit-
tee is composed of faculty from 
every major division of the college 
and is designed to assist the 
students in pursuing their Flexible 
Majors. The committee consists of 
chairman Randy Lumpp and 
members: Fr. Robert Murphy, 
S.J.; Dr; .Ronald Brockway, Dr. 
Norbert Roughton and Dr. 
Charlotte Donsky. Any of these 
people would be glad to assist 
students with questions concern-
ing the Flexible Major. 
Students who are interested and 
wish to apply should do so before 
the end of their sophmore year. 
The committee will then assist the 
interested student in obtaining a 
suitable advisor. When a student 
and his or. her advisor have 
completed a flexible concentration 
program proposal, it is submitted 
to this committee for · approval, 
disapproval or revision. If a 
student is accepted, he must then 
propose and submit a detailed 
program proposal. This is a listing 
College will be transformed into a .------------------------------, 
19th century Colorado mountain 
- of all works a student will do in his 
flexible major area and supporting 
area. A supporting area can be 
offered formally by Regis or 
town May 1-4 in efforts to raise 
money for the college's Porter 
Library. 
Arts and crafts will be exhibited . 
at the festival with displays of 
hand-made pots, jewelry, prints 
and painting. A melodrama, 
written; directed and acted by 
ewe students will be provided to 
entertain visitors and folk music 
will be presented by the music 
department of the school. 
Tickets for the affair are $1 for 
adults with hours set at Thursday 
10 a.m.-7-p.m., Friday ' and Satur-
day 10 a.m.-10 p.m. and Sunday 10 
a.m.- 5p.m. Beer and food will also 
be available to those present. 
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